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EDITORIAL 

 

African Journal of Agriculture and Food Security is a peer-

reviewed open access journal that distributes articles in all parts 

of food science, food innovation, food security, farming 

sciences, ecological science, and worldwide change.  

Global Journal of Food and Agricultural Sciences is a peer-

reviewed, open access journal that publishes article in all 

aspects of food and agricultural sciences. 

All articles distributed by this diary are made uninhibitedly and 

forever open online quickly upon distribution, without 

membership charges or enlistment obstructions. Article-

preparing charges: African Journal of Agriculture and Food 

Security demands an article-preparing charge of $500 (USD) 

for each article acknowledged for distribution. The diary doesn't 

charge an accommodation expense. Creators are needed to pay 

the composition taking care of expense solely after their 

original copies have been surveyed and acknowledged for 

distribution by an editorial manager. Creators can demand a 

waiver or markdown during the accommodation cycle as the 

diary regularly forgo charges for creators from low-pay nations. 

ISJ balances distribution costs – including the expense of friend 

survey the board, diary creation, and internet facilitating and 

filing by charging an Article Preparing Charge (APC), to 

writers, establishments or funders for each article distributed. 

This distribution charges shift by diary and are payable upon 

article acknowledgment [1].  

Companion survey strategy: Companion survey is the 

framework utilized by Worldwide Diary of Food and 

Horticultural Sciences to evaluate the nature of an original copy 
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before it is distributed. Qualified scientists in the important 

exploration region survey submitted compositions for 

innovation, legitimacy and importance to assist editors with 

deciding if the original copy ought to be distributed or not [2].  

Worldwide Diary of Food and Horticultural Sciences works a 

twofold visually impaired friend survey framework, where the 

analysts of the paper will not become acquainted with the 

character of the author(s), and the author(s) will not become 

more acquainted with the personality of the commentator. The 

benefit of twofold visually impaired friend survey is that it 

disposes of inclination [3].  

Original copies submitted to this diary will by and large be 

checked on by at least two specialists who will be needed to 

assess whether the composition is logically strong and 

intelligent, regardless of whether it copies previously 

distributed work, and whether the original copy is adequately 

clear supposed to be available for public viewing. The Editors 

will arrive at a choice dependent on these reports and, where 

important, they will talk with individuals from the Article 

Board [4].  

                                                              

                                                              

                                             High perceivability: 

ISJ permits greatest perceivability of articles distributed in the 

diary as they are accessible to the vastest conceivable logical 

effort, including to the overall population. Rapid distribution: 

The time period among acknowledgment and distribution is 

around 3 weeks. All ISJ diaries offer a quick distribution plan. 

Rigorous peer-audit: ISJ is worked by a group of experienced 

proficient editors. We work intimately with scholarly editors 

and commentators to give creators a productive, reasonable, and 

useful surveys. Post-distribution remarks: ISJ permits perusers 

and writers to trade thoughts that are straightforwardly available 

from the full-text article [5]. International readership: All 

articles are being gotten to from more than 200 nations around 
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the world. Promotion and press inclusion: Articles distributed in 

this diary are remembered for article alarms and normal email 

refreshes. Access and reach: We keep on presenting our diaries 

to all known abstracting and ordering administrations. 

Flexibility: ISJ diaries offers you the chance to distribute 

whenever the timing is ideal. Copyright: Creators hold the 

copyright to their works. Creators are permitted limitless use as 

well as appropriation of their work with no type of limitation. 

As a writer of an article distributed in any ISJ diary, you hold 

the copyright of your article and you are allowed to replicate 

and scatter your work.
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